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Abstract: This research aims to provide evidence about the Ecommerce status, effects and challenges in Lebanon. In particularly, it explores the online shopping prominence through the retailer’s point of view. For this purpose, Ecommerce status, technological needs and best practices were covered in the literature review concerning European, American and some Arab countries. In order to explain this, a case study model was chosen in order to compare the online and offline retail status in Lebanon. Using a qualitative approach, the study comprised six companies, from different sectors; all of them are multichannel companies. Semi-Structured interviews were conducted.

It was found from the interviews analysis that the online shopping in Lebanon is at its beginning stages. Companies are adopting it mainly for advertisement and product promotion more than for online sales. Moreover, the poor internet infrastructure, limited available online payments choices and poor delivery made the online success very primitive compared to other countries. The study has also enabled serious personal reflection on our preconceptions about the Lebanese companies. Firstly, we had a perception that Lebanese companies do not like to bother themselves with the online retail in absolute terms, which we found not to be true. Nonetheless, the study has provided some illustrative insights which have not before been revealed in Lebanon. Further research through a quantitative survey should be done to take the customers point of view.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General View

The online shopping business is getting bigger each year; huge number of companies are pushing toward the online trend worldwide as technology is evolving too fast. The twentieth century is an important era where social, financial and political developments have happened; beside the globalization, elimination of borders, technological improvements and inevitable passing to the information society that has greatly influenced and reformed the present guidelines of the business world [1]. Reference [2] shows that the Internet rapidly became the main platform of communication and provided accessibility for doing business. The utilization of the internet for business determinations offered ascends to the presence of the electronic commerce (Ecommerce). Commercial Institutions implemented information and communication innovation to support their business activities which leads to the development of the electronic business concept [1]. Ecommerce can be illustrated as the buying, selling and trading of goods and services between businesses, consumers and any other parties without the need for a physical contact, all these performed through the Internet [1].
There are many researchers that adopted the topic of the online retail sector. It covers almost all countries worldwide especially in Europe, India and some Arab countries. Those previous research revealed strong influence of the online retail sector. This study will be conducted in Lebanon because we noticed that in Lebanon online retailing and multichannel retailing started to emerge few years ago, which make it an interesting field to study the status of the online retail in Lebanon.

1.2. Key Research Questions
Throughout this research the below key research questions will be answered:
1. Why the online shopping is not popular yet among retailers in Lebanon?
2. How Lebanese offline retailers are acting toward this new business trends?

2. Ecommerce
Ecommerce refers to the 1960 decade when it was used for transferring of governmental, military and commercial documents that was at that time a simple information system [3]. The internet and the technological advances lead to a massive growth of Ecommerce. Today's businesses have access to cost effective Ecommerce solutions due to cloud based software solutions. The financial barrier of entry to Ecommerce became less compared to brick and mortar [4].

2.1. Types
Ecommerce market model is split up into 4 sections in consideration with the features of the selling and buying parties [5]. These sections are: B2B (Business to Business), B2C (Business to Consumer), C2C (Consumer to Consumer), C2B (Consumer to Business). In this research paper, we will focus on the B2C (Business to Consumer) Ecommerce category through online shopping retailers in Lebanon. Reference [6] shows that a big number of retailers worldwide became multichannel due to the increase number of sales coming online. The interviewed companies are multichannel which means they exist online and offline. One of the interviewed companies company A explained the importance of being Ecommerce by saying that “social media will lead to indirect sales and we use it for advertisement for our brand”. The rest five companies B, C, D, E and F answers were similar “we are integrating both functions transaction and advertisement”.

2.2. Challenges
Reference [7] indicates that in order to improve the website services, we should enhance client’s communication with the firm. One of the main communication components is the customer review section; in this case, the company can calculate the level of satisfaction of every client based on the item he chose. Company A and company E answered negatively about the customer review section but they interact with the customers via emails, it may be related to the products or services that they provide, as many items may be debatable across multiple customers. All remaining companies do have this review section that can help the customer to know other clients experience, thus will definitely rise the level of fulfilment of the client and put the company in a very transparent position.

Furthermore, all interviewed companies have 2D images on their website and do not have any initiative to introduce the 3D modeling in the near future. Comparing these websites to the international designs, we can see the lack of some features especially the 3D modeling which can help the customer to check the product from different angle. Reference [8] shows that image manipulation (customers can check the product in a 3D virtual experience tour) and entertainment are to motivate customers to buy online and be satisfied to become a repetitive customer.

A major constraint for Ecommerce success is the internet infrastructure. However, in Lebanon people
suffer from low bandwidth and disconnections due to very bad infrastructure. The government is not investing in improving the existing old infrastructure. Fiber connectivity to industries or home is still a dream to come true in the next coming years. As noticed all the companies complained about the internet infrastructure. The majority agreed that the online business success in Lebanon starts with the availability of a fast, reliable and stable internet connection. Reference [9] shows that there are many barriers before and after entrance in the Ecommerce market, a main barrier is poor technology and internet infrastructure.

3. Factors Influencing Consumer to Shop Online

Reference [10] displays that “internet shopping has become the fastest-growing use of the Internet; most online consumers, however, use information gathered online to make purchases off-line.” All the interviewed companies stated that their customers use their online presence for product search and off-line purchase more than for transaction purpose.

Reference [11] shows that the Ecommerce website should have extra features to succeed and attract the consumer like: - The ability to change the site language by providing the highest number of languages. - Provide the site with a good and fast search engine. - Security policies should be displayed in a clear way. - Present many payment options. - Dropping the number of clicks to complete a transaction to the minimum.

There are many aspects influencing people to shop online, researchers have nominated the top four factors: types and features of products, security, website design/features, customer relationship management.

Product/service type plays a main role to encourage the consumers to buy them online. The requested product can be modified by most interviewed companies but the customer may have some ideas that cannot be delivered online, the customer in this case will have to visit the store especially if the product is a precious item like jewelry. One of the companies that buys and sells books, customization is not an option, and the price is a fix one. Same situation in the home appliances section, as the company cannot customize the product, the discount is published on the item online, so the price customization will be reflected to all online shoppers and not to a specific person, but if the client is visiting the store physically a price discount could be made.

“Safe and secured transaction of money and credit card information increases trust and decreases transaction risk” [12]. Most of the interviewed companies use SSL (secure sockets layer) used by most websites which is the typical security technology to make a secure transaction. As we were told by the sales manager of company E “Payments are done in a secure connection and we never store any credit or debit card in our database; which make the customers feel comfortable after knowing all these security procedures that lead to increase the online purchasing power”. Electronic Payment Systems (EPS; e.g., credit cards, PayPal, AliPay and Google Wallet) enable payment for goods and services without the use of cash as per reference [13]. We understood from the interviews that the Central Bank in Lebanon does not permit the usage of international payment systems such as PayPal for different reasons, any online gateway used in Lebanese online shopping stores are online cards issued by local banks and managed by them and monitored by the central bank. They added that these restrictions affected Ecommerce in Lebanon from not benefiting of the features available in different countries and can hinder the improvement of the online shopping experience. They mentioned also that payment choices are the same among most Lebanese retailers; it’s combined between credit/debit cards (master and visa cards) or cash on delivery.

In this research, all interviewed companies follow the old traditional culture where the company and the website are named after the owner family name. None of the names is related to the type of business they practice; which make it difficult for the customer to find the company on a search engine. On the other side for the design of the website, all the domain names are paid, so they tend to buy and register professional hosting plans in order to keep the website safe and legal. Moreover, the easiness to access the website is
common between all companies, the first step which is called the subscription phase needs to take more time in order to get some crucial information related to the user, but once the subscription phase is completed, all customers can shop any item they want with just few clicks.

Loyalty is an essential part for a successful business, it can be achieved by meeting customers need better than competitors can do. Reference [14] indicates the way that online retailers can retain customers by proposing different programs divided into different categories: brand image, prices, product quality and service. All the studied companies are aware of the loyalty importance and huge effort took place to gain the customers' loyalty and to sustain it. One of the most effective ways to gain customers’ loyalty is special prices and special discounts. Service before and after sale are becoming main elements to have a success business and to gain the customers' loyalty for all the interviewed companies.

4. Methodology and Limitation

Case studies can be of particular value where the researcher aims to provide practitioners with better or alternative ways of doing things. This partly accounts for the popularity of case study within management research and the whole area of managing change [15]. Case study strategy should be according to the kind of enquiries in the research questions. It could be an exploratory, descriptive or explanatory case study [16]. The online retail trend is a new topic in the Lebanese market. There are little or no research data to date through secondary research. Secondary research is a research that was done previously under the same concept by someone else who collects the needed data and analyses it [17]. An exploratory research is the proper investigation to discover ideas and insights for a problem [18]. Our case studies had elements of exploration. We wanted to know: what is the status of online shopping among retailers in Lebanon, how Lebanese offline retailers are adapting to this new business trend, and what should be done to be on the top of the line.

Exploratory research can be conducted in three main ways: A search of literature, Focus group interviews, interviewing experts in the subject.

In this paper, the third way of exploratory research is used to help in determining the best research design, data-collection method and selection of subjects.

Primary data collection can be done through interviews where the researcher seeks answers to a set of questions through interviews. This method collects data in a structured way however the output relies on the capability of the interviewer [18].

For this research, Interviews were chosen to be conducted. This tool combines a pre-determined set of open questions with the opportunity for the interviewer to explore particular themes or responses further [19]. The primary data collected through semi-structural interviews done with six multichannel companies in Lebanon. The information gathered is classified into themes where the answers to them came from indirect questions in order to get credible information. The participants were managers mainly from both the IT and Marketing departments. However, this research study is an inductive one which purpose is to identify what is really going on in the Lebanese online market. Reference [20] shows that inductive research help to have a close understanding of the research context and it is done through the collection of qualitative data. Researchers mostly use the inductive approach in qualitative data and it opens the doors for many methods to be used in data collecting to create new views of phenomena [17].

The study will provide a view of the online shopping trend in Lebanon and the governmental challenges that the online retail is facing in Lebanon.

Throughout the literature review, we used the mono-qualitative approach to answer the research key questions. The interpretivist philosophy is applied in this research since it based on the naturalistic approach of data collection which is in this case through interviews [17].
The main limitations of the study would be the small size of the interview sample and whether different data would have emerged from different selection of managers and owners. Time constraints meant that it was not possible to conduct many more interviews, but it has to be acknowledged that insights could be lost and a full picture of the management of the company not obtained. A further limitation might be that customers were not interviewed, and their voice is not represented. Our focus was on management and hence we concentrated on those people who were formally engaged in the managing of the company rather than those subject to management. Finally, the methods used were mainly interviews; there was no in-depth ethnography to provide triangulation, or to confirm factual evidence.
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